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Abstract—Kernel Recursive Least Squares (KRLS) is a widely
used online machine learning algorithm for time series predictions. In this paper, we present the mixed precision KRLS,
producing equivalent prediction accuracy to double precision
KRLS with a higher training throughput and a lower memory
footprint. The mixed precision KRLS applies single precision
arithmetic to the computation components being not only numerically resilient but also computationally intensive. Our mixed
precision KRLS demonstrates the 1.32, 1.15, 1.29, 1.09, and 1.08×
training throughput improvements using 24.95, 24.74, 24.89,
24.48, and 24.20% less memory footprint without losing any
prediction accuracy compared to double precision KRLS for a 3
dimensional non-linear regression, a Lorenz chaotic time series, a
Mackey-Glass chaotic time series, a sunspot number time series,
and a sea surface temperature time series respectively.
Index Terms—Mixed Precision Training; Kernel Method; Online Learning; Budget Machine Learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
The recent tremendous technology improvement from networks and storage devices has provided the machine learning community with the opportunity to utilize large data
sources. Along with this trend, online learning algorithms have
emerged to deal with abundant training data with moderate
computing resources [1]. Unlike a batch learning, online learning algorithms adapt the weights per training sample in real
time. By consequence, online learning algorithms often require
higher training throughput using less memory footprint. For
example, higher throughput is required to deal with real-time
data flood [2] and the implementation of an online learning
algorithm should be fit into the memory budget given to an
embedded system or a wearable device [3]. Many time series
applications often use online learning algorithms, requiring
higher training throughput given computational resources.
Kernel Recursive Least Squares (KRLS) [4] is a widely used
online learning algorithm thanks to its simple RLS mechanism, no local minima, fast convergence, and good prediction
accuracy [3], [5]–[9]. However, KRLS still requires costly
operations and memory footprint depending on the training
data, limiting its applicability to real-time systems [10]. For
example, the training time cost for KRLS is O(m2t ), where mt
is the number of the selected support vectors. The required
memory footprint is also O(m2t ). Most research efforts to
overcome such limitations amended the KRLS algorithm of
[4]. For example, Kernel Normalized Least Mean Squares
(KNLMS) [10] utilized least mean squares algorithm instead
of recursive least squares, limiting the prediction accuracy. The
fixed memory budget KRLS was proposed for a computing
J. Lee, D. S. Nikolopoulos, and H. Vandierendonck are with the Institute
of Electronics, Communications and Information Technology (ECIT), Queens
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platform having a relatively limited memory resource [3]. The
sliding windows KRLS [5] considered only recent training
samples to track abrupt changes in a time-varying system.
However, most KRLS variants require more hyperparameters
compared to the KRLS of [4] to fit the amended algorithms
for particular applications, limiting generalization performance
(i.e., a discrepancy between in-sample error and out-sample
error). This work takes a different approach in order to improve the training throughput of KRLS, which simultaneously
achieves a lower memory footprint without increasing the
number of hyperparameters.
Applying reduced precision arithmetic (i.e., lower precision
arithmetic than the precision arithmetic used for the baseline implementation) to KRLS can be a promising approach
towards high throughput training capability since reduced
precision arithmetic reduces the memory footprint and the time
spent transferring data across buses and interconnections [11],
[12] and allows to pack arithmetic units densely in SIMD
or matrix arrangement. E.g., the NVIDIA V100 processor
can deliver a peak throughput of 125 TFLOPs on 4 × 4
matrix multiplication with 16-bit floating point arithmetic [13].
While arithmetic precision is an important lever to accelerate
machine learning applications, many applications cannot tolerate uniformly reduced precision arithmetic as the lack of
sufficient precision would result in inaccurate predictions. For
example, the rounding errors magnified by reduced precision
arithmetic can break an essential mathematical property of
an algorithm where exact arithmetic is assumed, resulting in
inaccurate predictions [14], [15]. Therefore, a mixed precision
arithmetic approach is necessary. The idea of the mixed
precision approach is to apply reduced precision only to the
parts of the algorithm that are resilient to reduced precision,
while others are performed at high precision to keep the equivalent accuracy. The throughput gain by the mixed precision
approach depends on the relative computational portion for
the part where lower precision arithmetic is applied. Higher
portion, higher gain. Therefore, a mixed precision method
applies reduced precision arithmetic to the computation parts
being not only numerically resilient but also computationally
intensive [16].
Some of the related work discusses how to apply reduced/mixed precision arithmetic for deep learning [17], [18].
The work of [17] discusses the impact of the reduced precision
arithmetic with a stochastic rounding scheme on the training
throughput for deep learning. The mixed precision training
of [18] demonstrates equivalent accuracy results to double
precision training empirically. However, most related works
lack theoretical backgrounds of how the mixed precision
approaches keep the equivalent prediction accuracy to double
precision training. Lack of theoretical background limits the
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to a double precision KRLS model can result in failure of
prediction accuracy due to rounding errors magnified from
the reduced precision arithmetic. Therefore, it is necessary
to characterize the rounding error propagation properties (i.e.,
numerical properties) for individual computing components to
see which computing components can be resilient to reduced
precision arithmetic. This section discusses kernel method
and KRLS algorithm, preparatory to discussing the numerical
properties of KRLS.
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Dictionary
Dt
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Fig. 1. Dataflow of KRLS

applications of the mixed precision arithmetic to machine
learning applications. In contrast to such related work, we
present the first mixed precision KRLS exploiting the inherent
characteristics of the KRLS model chosen by cross-validation.
The main contributions in this paper are as follows:
• This paper presents the first mixed precision KRLS producing a higher training throughput with a lower memory
footprint, while keeping the equivalent prediction accuracy compared to double precision KRLS.
• This paper discusses the condition number of the kernel
matrix according to precision arithmetic and numerically
sensitive computing components in KRLS.
• Our mixed precision KRLS brings 1.32, 1.15, 1.29,
1.09, and 1.08× training throughput improvements using
24.95, 24.74, 24.89, 24.48, and 24.20% lower memory
footprint without losing prediction accuracy for a 3D nonlinear regression, a Lorenz time series, a Mackey-Glass
30 (MG30) time series, a sunspot number time series, and
a sea surface temperature time series respectively.
We describe the KRLS algorithm in Section II, numerical
properties for finite precision arithmetic KRLS in Section III,
the mixed precision KRLS in Section IV, the experimental
evaluation in Section V, related work in Section VI, and
conclude this paper in Section VII.

A. Kernel Method
A kernel method maps an input space χ into a higher
dimensional Hilbert space (i.e., feature space) H : xt ∈ χ 7→
φ(xt ) ∈ H, where xt is an lin × 1 vector and lin is the
dimensionality of the input xt . An inner product for a pair
of mapped inputs φ(xi ) and φ(xj ) (i.e., features) is defined:
κ(xi , xj ) = hφ(xi ), φ(xj )i, where κ(·, ·) is an inner product
between the two features φ(xi ) and φ(xj ) in H using a
Mercer kernel [19]. The inner products in H are used in
KRLS to predict a target. Every inner product using a Mercer
kernel produces a positive value or zero (i.e., a positive semidefinite kernel). For example, the Gaussian kernel is one of
well-known Mercer kernels and the inner product using the
kernel is defined as:
κ(xt , xi ) = hφ(xt ), φ(xi )i = exp−(xt −xi )

T

(xt −xi )/(2β 2 )

(1)
where β is referred to the kernel width parameter. The inner
product using a Mercer kernel is referred to “kernel trick”,
since the inner product in H using Eq. (1) is performed
without visiting H [19]. This paper considers Gaussian kernel
for KRLS, but any other Mercer kernel such as a polynomial
kernel can also be used for KRLS [4].
In general, kernel methods do not employ enormous number
of parameters unlike deep learning. The merit of KRLS
comes from simple RLS mechanism, requiring relatively lower
number of weights (e.g., 100 - 1000) for predictions [4], so
that a higher training throughput can be obtained for online
learning applications. The number of parameters in KRLS is
directly related to the dictionary size that depends on the kernel
width and the ALD threshold.

II. K ERNEL R ECURSIVE L EAST S QUARES
The KRLS of [4] is a kernelized Recursive Least Squares
(RLS) algorithm. Fig. 1 describes the dataflow of KRLS.
KRLS takes an input sample xt , makes a prediction ytest based
on xt , evaluates Approximation Linear Dependency (ALD)
condition, and updates the weights ᾱt and the dictionary
Dt according to an ALD condition evaluation result. KRLS
utilizes two internal matrices (i.e., an inverse kernel matrix
K̄−1
and a covariance matrix Pt ) to update ᾱt at time t
t
used for a prediction for a next sample. A KRLS model (e.g.,
hyperparameter set, ν and β) chosen by cross-validation depends on arithmetic precision. For example, if double precision
is used for KRLS implementation, cross-validation returns a
KRLS model that has the best prediction accuracy for double
precision implementation, given a cross-validation data set.
Applying lower precision arithmetic for entire computation

B. Kernel Recursive Least Squares Algorithm [4]
KRLS is a linear predictor on the support feature vector
basis in H, performing a prediction at time t on an arrival of
a new sample xt :
mt−1

ytest = Σi

ᾱi hφ(x̄i ), φ(xt )i

(2)

where x̄i is the ith support vector in Dt−1 having mt−1 support vectors (i.e., the number of breaches for ALD condition of
(3) until time (t − 1)) and ᾱi is the ith component in ᾱt−1 . In
order to select the support vectors, KRLS evaluates the ALD
condition of:
mt−1

γt := min k
at

X
j=1

aj φ(x̄j ) − φ(xt )k2 ≤ ν

(3)
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on every training sample at time t, where ν is referred to the
ALD threshold parameter, at = (a1 , . . . , amt−1 )T , and x̄j s
are the ALD breach vectors (i.e., the support vectors) stored
in Dt−1 . The γt indicates the square of the Euclidean distance
between a new feature vector, φ(xt ), and the feature vector
generated with support feature vector bases, which is closest
to φ(xt ). If the condition of (3) does not hold, the sample xt
is stored in Dt as a new support vector.
The γt in (3) can be represented (refer to [4]):
γt = 1 − āTt k̄t−1 (xt )

(4)

where the kernel vector k̄t−1 (xt ) and the āt can be sought
using:
k̄t−1 (xt ) = e−(xt −x̄1:mt−1 )
āt =

T

(xt −x̄1:mt−1 )/(2β 2 )

K̄−1
t−1 k̄t−1 (xt )

(5)
(6)

Φ̄Tt−1 Φ̄t−1 )

where K̄t−1 (=
is referred to a kernel matrix and
Φ̄t−1 = [φ(x̄1 ), ..., φ(x̄t−1 )]. The prediction ytest is computed
by an inner product:
ytest = k̄t−1 (xt )T ᾱt−1

(7)

which is equivalent to Eq. (2). Once the target yt is known,
the prediction error et is computed:
et = yt − ytest

(8)

The resultant KRLS algorithm is described in Fig. 1 [4].
The β and ν are chosen by a model selection process. We
do not consider an explicit regularization parameter for KRLS
since the regularization is supported by the ν employment [4],
[20]. Algorithm 1 includes the parts S s where single precision
arithmetic operations are applied for mixed precision KRLS,
which will be discussed in detail in Section IV. The data type
for a variable for mixed precision KRLS is represented with
the parenthesis ( ) located at left side of the variable. For
example, the (D), (S), (I) represent double precision, single
precision, and integer data format respectively. The (S/D)
means that the two data types of single and double precision
are required for the variable for mixed precision KRLS.
III. N UMERICAL P ROPERTIES OF KRLS
This section discusses floating point arithmetic and numerical properties of KRLS driven by floating point arithmetic.
A. Floating Point Arithmetic: IEEE 754
1) Data Format: The IEEE 754 floating point data format
consists of three parts: sign, exponent, and mantissa. For
example, a floating point number having a p-bit mantissa, an
e-bit exponent, and a 1 sign bit are represented by:
sign×(1×20 +d1 ×2−1 +...+dp ×2−p )×2exponent−bias (13)
where d1 ...dp represent binary digits, the 1 associated with
the coefficient 20 is referred to the hidden 1, the exponent is
stored in offset notation, and the bias is a positive constant. For
double precision format, p = 52, e = 11, and bias = 1, 023
and for single precision format, p = 23, e = 8, and bias =
127. The machine epsilon mach is defined as 2−(p+1) for a
rounding nearest mode. For example, single precision machine
epsilon is 2−24 , and double precision machine epsilon is 2−53 .

3

Algorithm 1 Kernel Recursive Least Squares Algorithm [4]
Set Hyperparameters: ν and β
Initialization:
Get an initial sample (x1 , y1 )
(D) D1 (:, 1) <= x1 ; (D) K̄−1
1 = [1.0]; (D) ᾱ1 = (y1 );
(S) P1 = [1.0]; (I) m1 = 1;
Training:
for t = 2, 3, . . . do
Get a training sample (xt , yt )
Compute a kernel vector (D) k̄t−1 (xt ) using Eq. (5).
Compute an inference (D) ytest using Eq. (7)
Compute a vector (S/D) āt using Eq. (6)
Compute an ALD parameter (D) γt using Eq. (4)
Compute a prediction error (D) et using Eq. (8)
if γt > ν then
ALD Breach Path
mt = mt−1 + 1
Dt (:, mt ) = xt

−1
T
āt
1 γt K̄t−1 + āt āt
K̄−1
=
t
T
γt
1

−āt
Pt−1 0
S
Pt =
0T
1


ᾱt−1 − γett āt
ᾱt =
et
γt

else
ALD Pass Path
mt = mt−1
Dt = Dt−1
−1
K̄−1
t = K̄t−1
S (9)

(S)pt = Pt−1 āt
pt
(S/D)qt =
1 + āTt pt
Pt = Pt−1 − qt pTt
ᾱt = ᾱt−1 + et K̄−1
t qt

S

(10)

S

(11)
(12)

end if
end for

2) Rounding Errors based on IEEE 754: IEEE 754 standard [21] requires exact rounding for the four floating point
arithmetic types such as addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division. In other words, the floating point arithmetic result
should be identical to the one obtained from the final rounding
after the exact calculation. Based on the IEEE 754 rounding to
nearest mode, floating point arithmetic should follow Eq. (14)
[22], [23].
f l(x1

x2 ) = (x1

x2 )(1 + r )

(14)

where |r |≤ mach , r represents an unavoidable rounding
error quantity due to finite precision arithmetic, is one of the
four floating point arithmetic operations, and f l(·) represents
the result from the floating point arithmetic. For example, a
floating point arithmetic for x3 = x1 + x2 will be represented
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as: f l(x1 + x2 ) = x1 + x2 + r (x1 + x2 ) = x3 + δx3 ,
where δx3 = r (x1 + x2 ) represents the rounding error due
to floating point arithmetic. We will use f l(x) notation to
represent the computed x by floating point arithmetic from
this point forward.
3) Condition Number of Matrix: The condition number of
a matrix A can be defined as:
Cond(A) = kAk·kA−1 k

(15)

where k·k is a norm that measures a size of a vector or a matrix
[23]. The condition number is often used to describe the error
bound for the computed solution for a function. The condition
numbers follow norms. For example, the 2 norm condition
number can be represented by the largest singular value of the
matrix A, σmax (A), divided by its smallest singular value,
σmin (A) [23]:
Cond2 (A) = kAk2 ·kA−1 k2 = σmax (A)/σmin (A)

(16)

4) Numerical Stability [23]: The numerical stability used in
numerical linear algebra indicates the behavior of an algorithm
with the input perturbation. For example, an algorithm f˜ to
solve a problem f is numerically stable if for all data x ∈ X ,
kf˜(x) − f (x̃)k
= O(mach )
kf (x̃)k

(17)

for some perturbed input x̃ satisfying:
kx − x̃k
= O(mach )
kxk

(18)

where O(mach ) in Eq. (17) means that there exists a positive
˜
(x̃)k
constant C satisfying: kf (x)−f
≤ Cmach , and the magkf (x̃)k
nitude of C mainly depends on the dimension of x. In words,
Eq. (17) implies that “A stable algorithm gives nearly the right
answer to nearly the right question.” in [23].
B. Numerical Properties of Finite Precision Arithmetic KRLS
First, we describe numerically sensitive computing components in KRLS in Numerical Property 1 (NP1) due to the
subtraction between two nearby numbers.
Numerical Property 1 (Cancellations of most significant
digits in et and γt Computations). The computations of et
and γt are exposed to cancellation of the most significant
digits.
Proof sketch: Finite precision arithmetic of et in Eq. (8) is
exposed to cancellation [22] of the most significant digits when
the estimation becomes closer to a real target. For example,
suppose that yt = +(1.111) × 20 and ytest = +(1.110) × 20
based on Eq. (13). Notice that ytest is a computed quantity
which contains rounding error from previous computations.
Assuming that the real value of ytest∗ = +(1.11001) × 20
(i.e., the magnitude of rounding error is 2−5 .), the computed
value of f l(yt − ytest ) = 1.000 × 2−3 , while the real value of
(yt − ytest∗ ) should be 1.100 × 2−4 . This results in the relative
error of 33.3% of et . The γt in Eq. (4) is also exposed to
cancellation when a new sample passes the ALD condition
.
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If such erroneous f l(γt ) is used by the kernel matrix
updates, KRLS can completely lose its learning ability. Therefore, a higher precision arithmetic is recommended for the
et and the γt computations. Next, we describe the relation
between the condition number of kernel matrix and ν in
Numerical Property 2 (NP2).
Numerical Property 2 (Condition Number of Kernel Matrix
kK̄t k2
.
according to ν). Cond2 (K̄−1
t )∝
ν
Proof
sketch:
Any
two
feature
vectors
in
the dictionary are
√
ν-separated (refer to [4]):
√
f
ν
(19)
kφdif
i,j k2 = k φ(x̄i ) − φ(x̄j ) k2 >
where i 6= j. If ν = 0, K̄t can be a singular matrix since
it is possible that a φ(x̄i ) can be approximated with a linear
combination of other φ(x̄j )s. Therefore, a smaller ν generally
results in the better approximation for φ(x̄t ) using the stored
support feature vectors, while increasing the condition numbers of K̄−1
t . For a mathematical proof, we adapt the singular
value perturbation analysis discussed in [23]. When
√ the size
f
ν in (19).
of the kernel matrix is saturated, kφdif
k
→
2
i,j
We can make K̄t a singular matrix by adding or subtracting
f
the residual vector φdif
to φ(x̄i ) in Φ̄t . Next, we denote
i,j
σmin (K̄t + δ K̄t ) for the minimum singular value for the perturbed system K̄t + δ K̄t , where K̄t + δ K̄t is a singular matrix
(i.e., σmin (K̄t +δ K̄t ) = 0). From [23], the difference between
the two minimum singular values from the original matrix
and the perturbed matrix is bounded to the perturbed quantity:
|σmin (K̄t +δ K̄t )−σmin (K̄t )|≤ kδ K̄t k2 = O(ν) ≤ c2 ν where
c2 is a positive value primarily depending on a matrix size.
This leads to : σmin (K̄t ) ≤ c2 ν. Therefore, Cond2 (K̄t ) =
σmax (K̄t )
t k2
≥ kK̄
and Cond2 (K̄−1
t ) = Cond2 (K̄t ) based
c2 ν
σmin (K̄t )
on Eq. (16).
Corollary 2.1. The maximum relative error of kδāt k2 /kāt k2
in Eq. (6) is in proportion to Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 ).
Proof sketch [23]: The maximum attainable error for Eq. (6)
k̄t−1 (xt )k2
according to the perturbation kδ
is:
kk̄t−1 (xt )k2
max(kδāt k2 /kāt k2 ) =

sup
δ k̄t−1 (xt )

=

kK̄−1
t−1 δ k̄t−1 (xt )k2
kK̄−1
t−1 k̄t−1 (xt )k2

σmax (K̄−1
t−1 )kδ k̄t−1 (xt )k2

σmin (K̄−1
t−1 )kk̄t−1 (xt )k2
kδ k̄t−1 (xt )k2
≤ Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 )
kk̄t−1 (xt )k2

(20)

Therefore, high precision arithmetic is recommended for
Eq. (5) and (6) when ν is low (i.e., when Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 ) is
high.).
The γt in Eq. (4) should be positive to maintain KRLS
learning capability since Eq. (4) is mathematically identical
to Eq. (3). Corollary 2.2 describes potential breach of the
positiveness of γt due to large kδāt k2 .
Corollary 2.2 (f l(γt ) may be negative). It is possible that
f l(γt ) < 0 due to a large kδāt k2 .
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Fig. 2. γt s for Sunspot data in Section V-E

Proof sketch: f l(γt ) ≈ 1 − k̄t−1 (xt )T (āt + δāt ) = γt + δγt ,
where the error δγt = −k̄t−1 (xt )T δāt . When γt < |δγt |,
negative f l(γt )s can occur. For example, if k̄t−1 (xt )T =
[1/2, 1/3], āTt = [1−2×10−4 , 3/2], and δāTt = [2×10−4 , 3×
10−4 ], then γt = 10−4 and δγt = −2 × 10−4 , incurring
f l(γt ) = −10−4 .
Demonstration on sunspot time series: Fig. 2 represents the
γt s computed in Eq. (4) according to single and double
precision arithmetic KRLS for the sunspot data discussed
in Section V-E. The double precision arithmetic correctly
calculates the distance γt as a positive number, while single
precision arithmetic breaks the property when the number of
training samples exceeds 17. When the properties initially
7.5
were broken, the Cond2 (K̄−1
. The incorrect γt s
t ) was 10
from single precision arithmetic used to update K̄−1
t s results in
destroying the KRLS learning ability (as discussed in Fig. 16
in Section V-E).
IV. M IXED P RECISION KRLS
The idea of our mixed precision KRLS is to let
double precision arithmetic deal with numerically sensitive
computation components, while single precision arithmetic
deals with numerically resilient computation components. For
a baseline, double precision KRLS is chosen to be compared
with mixed precision KRLS in terms of the prediction
accuracy, the training throughput, and the memory footprint.
Our mixed precision KRLS is defined as follows.
Mixed Precision KRLS
Single precision arithmetic is applied for S parts in Fig. 1,
while double precision arithmetic is applied for the other
computations.
The mixed precision KRLS exploits inherent characteristics
of the KRLS model chosen by cross-validation as shown in
Fig. 3. Cross-validation suggests an appropriate KRLS model
producing the minimum Mean Square Error (MSE) based on
an applied arithmetic precision (e.g., double precision for a
baseline) and a cross-validation data set. In general, a chosen
KRLS model is subjected to have a low ν since a low ν
can approximate a new incoming sample sufficiently well
with the support vectors in the dictionary, resulting in a low
prediction error. The low ν chosen by cross-validation incurs

a higher condition number of K̃−1
t than Pt if double precision
arithmetic is used for KRLS. Such property of the chosen
KRLS model makes our mixed precision approach produce
the equivalent prediction accuracy to double precision KRLS.
For the throughput gain, the application of reduced precision
arithmetic considers the computations only for the ALD pass
path since every training in KRLS follows either ALD pass
or ALD breach according to ALD condition evaluation of
Eq. (3) and follows the ALD pass path dominantly (E.g.,
∼ 100% in practice.) [4].
The Mixed Precision Property 1 (MP1) describes the
prediction accuracy property of the mixed precision arithmetic
technique.
Mixed Precision Property 1. Equivalent Prediction Accuracy to Double Precision KRLS
The mixed precision KRLS produces equivalent accuracy to
double precision KRLS if
kδ k̄t−1 k2
η1 S Cond2 (Pt−1 ) . Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 ) kk̄t−1 k2 and Eq. (10)
and (11) are numerically stable with single precision arithmetic, where η1 is a positive number depending on the matrix
size of Pt−1 and S is a machine epsilon for single precision
arithmetic.
Proof sketch: The numerical accuracy of the mixed precision
KRLS will be validated based on the error decomposition
scheme (e.g., unavoidable error + rounding error). Fig. 4
describes the error decomposition scheme for pt computation
which is one of the S computing components in Algorithm 1.
The āt computed by Eq. (6) can be decomposed as:
f lD (āt ) = āt + δāt = āt + δātU N A + δātRN D

(21)

where f lD (āt ) represents the computed āt by double precision
floating point arithmetic and δāt represents the error consisting
of δātU N A = K̄−1
t−1 δ k̄t−1 (xt ) (i.e., unavoidable error) due to
the previous computation error δ k̄t−1 (xt ) and δātRN D (i.e.,
rounding error) depending on the level of precision arithmetic
used. Next, we compute pt with single precision arithmetic:
f lS (pt ) = f lS (Pt−1 (āt + δāt ))
= Pt−1 āt + Pt−1 δāt + δptRN D

(22)

= pt + δptU N A + δptRN D
where f lS (pt ) represents the computed result pt by single
precision floating point arithmetic and δptU N A (= Pt−1 δāt )
represents unavoidable error due to the previous computation error, and δptRN D represents the rounding error. Since
δptU N A is unavoidable regardless of the level of arithmetic
precision, it will be desirable to provide the least sufficient
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Combining it to Eq. (26),

"#$% +δ𝒌
"# $%
𝒌

η1 S Cond2 (Pt−1 ) .

Computing
Component 1
(Matrix-Vector)

η1 S Cond2 (Pt−1 ) . Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 )

Computing
Component 2
(Matrix-Vector)

āTt pt = āTt ATt−1 At−1 āt = (At−1 āt )T (At−1 āt )

pt + δpt = Pt-1a& # + Pt−1δa& # + 𝑓 2(Pt−1,∊S)
(Unavoidable)(Controllable)

Fig. 4. Rounding Errors Propagation in KRLS

arithmetic precision that keeps the rounding error smaller
than the unavoidable error, so that the impact of the rounding error on the accuracy of pt can be negligible in practice. Therefore, we seek the numeric condition to satisfy
M IN (kδptU N A k2 ) & M AX(kδptRN D k2 ) for the first
step to validate MP1. Representing kδptU N A k2 with singular
values yields [23]:
σmin (Pt−1 )kδāt k2 ≤ kδptU N A k2 ≤ σmax (Pt−1 )kδāt k2
(23)
where σmax (Pt−1 ) and σmin (Pt−1 ) represent the maximum and the minimum singular value each for Pt−1 . The
kδptRN D k2 is also bounded [24]:
(24)

where η1 is a positive value mainly depending on
the size of the matrix Pt−1 . Therefore, the condition
M IN (kδptU N A k2 ) & M AX(kδptRN D k2 ) should satisfy:
σmin (Pt−1 )kδāt k2 & η1 S σmax (Pt−1 )kāt k2

(25)

Eq. (25) yields:
kδāt k2
& η1 S σmax (Pt−1 )/σmin (Pt−1 )
kāt k2
= η1 S Cond2 (Pt−1 )

(26)

From Eq. (20), the unavoidable relative error
kδātU N A k2 /kāt k2 is in proportion to Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 ) as
follows [23]:
kδātU N A k2
kδ k̄t−1 (xt )k
≤ Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 )
kāt k2
kk̄t−1 (xt )k

(27)

Since kδātU N A k2 >> kδātRN D k2 in practice with double
precision arithmetic, Eq. (27) can be represented:
kδāt k2
kδ k̄t−1 (xt )k
. Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 )
kāt k2
kk̄t−1 (xt )k

kδ k̄t−1 k2
kk̄t−1 k2

(30)

Next, we explain that finite precision arithmetic for the two
other S computations (i.e., qt and Pt ) is numerically stable.
The āTt pt in qt performs the dot product of the two identical
vectors which is numerically stable [25]:

Pt-1

. η1 S σmax (Pt−1 )kāt k2

kδāt k2
kδ k̄t−1 (xt )k
. Cond2 (K̄−1
t−1 )
kāt k2
kk̄t−1 (xt )k
(29)

Therefore,

" $%
"
" $% "
" $%
a& # +δa& # = 𝑲
# $% 𝒌#$% + 𝑲#$% δ𝒌# $% + 𝑓 1(𝑲# $% , ∊D)
(Unavoidable) (Controllable)

kδptRN D k2 ≤ η1 S kPt−1 (āt + δāt )k2
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(28)

(31)

Therefore, computation for qt is numerically stable, since
the remaining basic operations such as the addition and the
division (e.g., no division by zero) are numerically stable. The
relative error for each element in the pairwise multiplications
in the outer product in Pt is bounded by a machine epsilon.
Likewise, the pairwise subtractions are numerically stable
since cancellation errors for all the elements in Pt are not
expected in practice. Therefore, if the condition of (30) holds,
and the rounding errors from the two other numerically stable
S components are not large enough to affect the accuracy
with single precision arithmetic, the accuracy of mixed
precision KRLS is equivalent to double precision KRLS.
To link the error decomposition scheme in Fig. 4 with
the bias-variance trade off [26], [27], an individual computing component can be mapped to the entire computing
component implementing a KRLS algorithm. This mapping
decomposes the computed prediction value into the prediction
error generated by exact arithmetic, “Unavoidable” error, and
“Controllable” error. The unavoidable error comes from exact
arithmetic for prediction function f (·) on input noise; i.e.,
f (δxt ) if the input xt corrupted by the noise δxt . The controllable error, δy, decreases when higher precision arithmetic
is applied. KRLS can be considered as a linear regression
between a kernel vector and the weights based on Eq. (7).
In the bias-variance decomposition for a linear regression that
constructs a function f (xt ) based on a training set D, the
expected mean squared error over the dataset D on an outsample xt (→ k̄t−1 (xt ) in KRLS) can be represented [26],
[27]:
ED [(f (xt ; D) − E[y|xt ])2 ]
= (ED [f (xt ; D)] − E[y|xt ])2 (bias2 )
+ ED [(f (xt ; D) − ED [f (xt ; D)])2 ] (variance)

(32)

2

+E[f (δxt ) |xt ] (noise2data )
+E[δy 2 |xt ] (noise2rnd )
where f (xt ; D) is an estimation on xt based on a data set
D, E[y|xt ] is the optimal regression, E[f (δxt )2 |xt ] is an
expectation operator over f (δxt )2 , and ED is an expectation
operator over possible Ds with a fixed number of training
samples. Notice that Eq. (32) assumes that f (δxt ) follows
white Gaussian noise, and the targets used for training are not
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corrupted by noise. If a higher regularization is employed,
the error from the bias increases and the error from the
variance decreases. Therefore, a regularization can be chosen
by a model section process to minimise the summation of
the two terms of the bias and the variance. In KRLS, a higher
regularization is imposed by a wider kernel width and a higher
ν when the number of training samples decreases in order
to minimise the variance part. In contrast, if model selection
uses the increased training samples, the kernel width chosen
by model selection shrinks since a reduced kernel width
increases the number of weight parameters and decreases the
bias without increasing the variance by the increased training
samples. In this case, it is highly possible that a narrower kernel width due to the increased training samples increases the
dictionary size, resulting in a higher improved throughput ratio
by mixed precision KRLS. The bias-variance trade-off has
been discussed with finite training samples, noise in the inputs,
and under-modeling in many works of literature [26], [27], but
to our best knowledge, no literature discusses the bias-variance
trade off with the rounding error. Out of the two rounding error
quantities (“Unavoidable” and “Controllable”), we can only
control the error quantity indicated by the “Controllable” part
(i.e., noise2rnd in Eq. (32)) by adjusting arithmetic precision,
and the unavoidable error corresponds to the noise part (i.e.,
noise2data in Eq. (32)), since the unavoidable error comes
from the noise in the input samples. Our mixed precision
KRLS does not increase the error of noise2rnd compared to
double precision KRLS while pure single precision KRLS
increases the error of noise2rnd . Therefore, a cross-validation
suggests a higher β and (or) a higher ν for a pure single
precision KRLS compared to double precision KRLS in order
to decrease the errors from noise2rnd and variance; variance
can be affected since a hyperparameter set chosen from model
selection process depends on arithmetic precision.
The Mixed Precision Property 2 (MP2) describes the
achievable throughput gain by the mixed precision KRLS.
Mixed Precision Property 2. Throughput Gain by Mixed
Precision KRLS
The maximum throughput gain is 3θ/(θ + 2), where θ is
a speedup gain factor by employing a reduced arithmetic
precision. For example, if single precision arithmetic is twice
faster than double precision arithmetic, θ = 2.
Proof sketch: We consider ALD pass only for achievable
throughput gain, since the frequency of ALD pass is ∼ 100%
with sufficient training samples [4]. In Algorithm 1, the
total number of operations required for KRLS on ALD
pass is: 2m2t (Eq. (6)) + 2m2t (Eq. (9)) + m2t (Eq. (10)) +
m2t (Eq. (11)). Therefore, 6m2t operations are required per
training. Notice that we ignore O(mt ) computation. Using
a run time model of T (double ) = θ × T (single ) where
T (double ) is an average time cost for a double precision
arithmetic operation and T (single ) for a single precision
arithmetic operation, the training throughput gain by the
mixed precision KRLS, Gmixed , is:
Gmixed = 6m2t T (double )/(2m2t T (double ) + 4m2t T (single ))
= 3θ/(θ + 2).
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For example, if θ = 2, a 1.5× throughput improvement
is achievable by mixed precision KRLS. Even though a
typecasting operation for mixed precision KRLS incurs
computation overhead, the overhead is negligible in practice
since only two typecasting operations for O(mt ) storage are
required per training: from single to double for qt and from
double to single for āt in Algorithm 1.
The mixed precision KRLS also brings the memory
footprint savings by using single precision data for Pt as
described in Mixed Precision Property 3 (MP3).
Mixed Precision Property 3. Storage Saving
Assuming that the required dictionary size is the same
as double precision KRLS, the mixed precision arithmetic
technique saves up to 25% of memory resource compared to
double precision KRLS.
Proof sketch: In the proof, we only consider O(m2t ) for
required storage. The double precision KRLS requires double
precision storage for lin × mt for Dt and m2t for K̄−1
and
t
Pt , while the mixed precision KRLS utilises single precision
data for Pt . Therefore, the storage saving by the mixed
precision KRLS is as follows:
1 − Bytes required for mixed KRLS / Bytes for double KRLS
= 1 − (64(m2t + lin × mt ) + 32m2t )/(64(2m2t + lin × mt ))
= 1 − (3mt + 2lin )/(4mt + 2lin )
(33)
In case that lin << mt , the storage saved by mixed precision
KRLS approaches 25%.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We evaluate our mixed precision KRLS in terms of the
prediction accuracy, the training throughput, and the memory
usage for a 3D non-linear regression, a Lorenz time series, an
MG30 time series, a sunspot number time series, and Nino 3.4
sea surface temperature time series. The prediction accuracy
evaluation employs the log10 -based Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) learning curves, the error bars for the throughput data
are generated from 10 experiments, and the improved throughput is measured by the throughput from mixed precision KRLS
divided by the throughput from double precision KRLS. We
utilize computing resources and computational problems as
follows:
- CPU: Intel Xeon E2650 core having 2 sockets and 8 cores
per socket. One of the cores is used for the measurement.
- DRAM: 64GB
- Software: GCC 4.8.5, Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) 2017
- Training and Testing: KRLS learns the weights ᾱt and the
dictionary Dt according to training samples. After a training
pass, KRLS returns the trained ᾱt and Dt , and they are used
to test the prediction accuracy using test samples which are
not used during training.
A. Cross-Validations
The hyperparameters have been chosen by 10-fold crossvalidation using double precision arithmetic KRLS for the
non-linear regression and by Monte Carlos Cross-Validation
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(MCCV) [28] for other time series applications. The hyperparameter sets used for the cross-validations are described in
Table I.
1) Nonlinear Regression: We employ a 10-fold crossvalidation with the 10, 000 data samples. The targets from
the training samples have been perturbed with Gaussian noise
with the standard deviation error 0.1.
2) Time Series Applications: We employ the Monte Carlo
cross-validation (MCCV) used in [28] for hyperparameter
search for our time series applications including a Lorenz time
series, a MG30 time series, a sunspot number time series, and
a Nino 3.4 sea surface temperature time series to consider the
temporal dependency of the data. The MCCV generates 20
random training/validation sets per hyperparameter set for all
time series applications. The MCCV utilises 10, 000 data samples with a setting using 1, 000 initial training data samples,
1, 000 validation samples, and 8, 000 available random data
samples for a MG30 time series and a Lorenz time series,
2, 880 data samples with a setting using 1, 440 initial training
data samples, 288 validation samples, and 1, 152 available
random data samples for the sunspot time series, and 1, 440
data samples with a setting using 720 initial training data
samples, 240 validation samples, and 480 available random
data samples for the Nino 3.4 sea surface temperature time
series.
We chose the number of the validation samples as 10%
of total data samples except the Nino 3.4 application so
that sufficient data samples could be used for the validation
samples for all cases to minimise the variance of the optimal
parameters chosen from each MCCV; using 144 validation
samples (i.e., 10% of the data samples) for the Nino 3.4
generated high variances of the optimal parameters chosen
from each MCCV run out of 5 runs (e.g., the ranges of the
optimal β, ν, and lin in Table I varied between 6 and 10,
10−5 and 10−1 , and 7 and 10 respectively.) and increasing
the validation samples to 240 let the variance minimised (e.g,
the ranges of the optimal β, ν, and lin varied between 6 and
10, 10−5 and 10−3 , and 8 and 9 respectively.). The average
number of the training samples in the MCCV can be estimated
as (the number of the initial training samples)+0.5×(the number of available random data samples). In order to maintain
sufficient training samples required to achieve a desired level
of performance, we utilised 50% of the data samples for the
initial training samples for the applications with the MCCV
data samples less than 3, 000 and 10% of the data samples
for the initial training samples for the applications with the
MCCV data samples equal to 10, 000. An appropriate time
embedding dimension should be carefully chosen according
to an application; an excessively high dimension leads to
massive computation, while an excessively low dimension
leads to wrong computational results. In order to choose an
appropriate time embedding dimension (i.e., minimum sufficient dimension that has the equivalent accuracy performance
compared to a higher embedding dimension), we increase the
time embedding dimension in the MCCV hyperparameter sets
until a lower embedding dimension produces lower MSEs
compared to a higher embedding dimension with βs and νs
chosen by MCCV, and we choose the lower dimension for
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a time embedding dimension for the time series applications.
This method is similar to the work of [29] that extends the
embedding dimension by one until no false neighbors are
detected to seek the minimum sufficient dimension.
3) Cross-Validation Outcomes: Table II describes the crossvalidation outcomes using double precision arithmetic for the
four applications. Our mixed precision KRLS is validated
by the identical hyperparameter outcomes to double precision KRLS with the equivalent MSEs. For single precision
KRLS algorithms, our cross-validations suggest higher νs with
higher MSEs compared to double precision KRLS for the five
applications. A pure single precision arithmetic can be used
for KRLS with a hyperparameter set chosen by the crossvalidation using single precision KRLS, but it will be another
research topic to investigate the trade-off between its accuracy
loss and its throughput improvement according to the level of
arithmetic precision.
TABLE I
H YPERPARAMETER S ETS FOR C ROSS -VALIDATION
Application
Nonlinear
Lorenz

MG30

Sunspot

Sea Temp

Params
β
ν
β
ν
lin
β
ν
lin
β
ν
lin
β
ν
lin

1st
3
10−5
1
10−4
3

2nd
4
10−4
2
10−3
4

3rd
5
10−3
3
10−2
5

1
√

2
10−4

1
2
10−3

√1
2
10−2

5
80
10−5
4
4
10−7
7

6
90
10−4
5
6
10−5
8

7
100
10−3
6
8
10−3
9

2

4th
6
10−2
4
10−1
6
1
10−1
8
110
10−2
7
10
10−1
10

TABLE II
C ROSS -VALIDATION R ESULTS
Application
Nonlinear
Lorenz
MG30
Sunspot
Sea Temp

β
4
3
0.5
90
10

ν
10−4
10−3
10−4
10−4
10−5

lin
3
5
7
6
9

m
740
242
753
129
131

MSE
1.05 × 10−3
0.17
2.63 × 10−5
3.09
0.11

B. Nonlinear Regression
KRLS learns the three-dimensional function y = sin(x1 ) +
x2 /10 + cos(x3 ) with uniformly distributed x1 , x2 , and x3
with a range of [−10, 10]. Up to 100, 000 samples are used
for training and unused 1, 000 samples are used for the testing.
Fig. 5 represents the targets (i.e., ys) from the test samples.
1) Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 6 describes the learning
curves for a chosen KRLS model by cross-validation when
it employs single, double and mixed precision arithmetic
respectively. The mixed precision KRLS achieves identical
prediction accuracy to the double precision KRLS upto the
most significant six decimal digits in terms of log10 (RM SEs)
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Fig. 8. Lorenz Attractor Plot

C. Lorenz Time Series
Lorenz is a well known chaotic time series describing
dynamical atmosphere behavior that is closely associated

50
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at the six data points in Fig. 6. Single precision arithmetic invalidated KRLS learning property when the number of training
samples reaches 1, 000. The accuracy from single precision
arithmetic were reported as ‘-NaN”s at the data points over
100. The single precision arithmetic broke the mathematical
property of the positiveness of γt when the number of the
samples was over 100 due to magnified rounding errors as
stated in Corollary 2.2. The saturated condition numbers are
8.2
Cond2 (K̄−1
and Cond2 (Pt ) = 104.1 when the
t ) = 10
number of training samples reach 100, 000.
2) Training Throughput and Storage Usage: The improved
throughputs with standard deviation error bars are shown in
Fig. 7. The mixed precision KRLS improves the training
throughput by 1.32× when the number of training samples
is 100, 000. The number of the support vectors is 775 for
both double and mixed precision KRLS when the number
of training samples is 100, 000. The average throughput of
double precision KRLS was 854 training samples/sec when
the number of training samples is 100, 000. In [4], when the
number of the training samples was 50, 000 to predict a 2D
Sinc-Linear function, the number of the support vector was 72.
Its runtime was reported as around 20 secs, implying that the
average throughput was 2, 500 samples/sec with the number
of the support vectors 10.8× less than our case. Based on
Eq. (33), the mixed precision KRLS brings 24.95% storage
saving when the number of training samples is 100, 000,
compared to double precision KRLS.

# of Samples

Fig. 9. Lorenz Time Series (Z-Axis)

with “butterfly effect” [30]. The Lorenz time series data are
generated by the following equations [31]:
dx
= σ(y − x)
dt
dy
(34)
= x(ρ − z) − y
dt
dz
= xy − λz
dt
where x, y, and z are correlated variables, while σ, ρ, and λ are
parameters needed to be set. We employ the same parameters
as [31]: σ = 10, ρ = 28, and λ = 38 . We set x = 0, y = 1.0,
and z = 1.05 for the initial position. We generate the data and
a Lorenz attractor plot with functions provided by [32]. The
Lorentz attractor plot is shown in Fig. 8, and we predict the
data projected onto the z axis as shown in Fig. 9.
We perform 5 step ahead predictions with KRLS; KRLS
makes a prediction for z10 using the information of
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[z5 , z4 , z3 , z2 , z1 ] when z5 is a current sample. Earlier 10, 000
samples in Fig. 9 are used for the training and the other unused
1, 000 samples are used for the testing. The mean of the total
Lorenz z data is 25.42 and the variance is 77.44.
1) Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 10 describes the learning
curves for a chosen KRLS model by cross-validation when it
employs single, double, and mixed precision arithmetic respectively. The mixed precision arithmetic achieves the identical
prediction accuracy to the double precision KRLS upto the
most significant 6 decimal digits in terms of log10 (RM SEs)
at the five data points in Fig. 10. The prediction accuracy from
single precision arithmetic has been significantly degraded
when the number of training samples is over 100; -NaN
was reported when the number of samples is 10, 000. The
8.8
saturated condition numbers are Cond2 (K̄−1
and
t ) = 10
5.6
when the number of training samples
Cond2 (Pt ) = 10
reach 10000.
2) Training Throughput and Storage Usage: The improved
throughputs are shown with standard deviation error bars in
Fig. 11. The mixed precision KRLS improves the training
throughput by 1.15× when the number of training samples is
10, 000. The number of the support vectors in the dictionary
is 242 when the number of training samples is 10, 000. The
average throughput of double precision KRLS was 6, 577
training samples/sec when the number of training samples is
10, 000. Based on Eq. (33), our mixed precision KRLS brings
24.74% storage saving when the number of training samples
is 10, 000, compared to double precision KRLS.
D. Mackey-Glass Time Series
Mackey-Glass (MG) is a chaotic time series describing
dynamical behaviors of physiological control systems and is

widely used for a time series benchmark [33]. The MG30 data
are generated by the MG equation:
dxt
axt−τ
= −bxt +
dt
(1 + x10
t−τ )

(35)

where a = 0.2, b = 0.1 and τ = 30. The data are generated
with the discrete time step size ‘1’ and the initial value
x1 = 1.2. We sample the data every 6 time steps for the
training and the test data, so that the KRLS can be used
to predict a target 6 steps ahead. Based on the outcomes
of cross-validation, we employ β = 12 , ν = 10−4 and
the time embedding (i.e., input size) = 7. For example,
KRLS makes a prediction for x37 using the information of
[x37 , x31 , x25 , x19 , x13 , x7 , x1 ] when x37 is a current sample.
Up to 100, 000 samples are used for the training and unused
1, 000 samples are used for the testing. Fig. 12 represents the
test samples. The mean of the total MG30 data is 0.89 and
the variance is 0.083.
1) Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 13 describes the learning
curves for a chosen KRLS model by cross-validation when it
employs single, double, and mixed precision arithmetic respectively. The mixed precision arithmetic achieves the identical
prediction accuracy to the double precision KRLS upto the
most significant six decimal digits in terms of log10 (RM SEs)
at the six data points in Fig. 13. The prediction accuracy from
single precision arithmetic has been significantly degraded
when the number of training samples is over 1, 000. The
8.2
saturated condition numbers are Cond2 (K̄−1
and
t ) = 10
3.7
Cond2 (Pt ) = 10
when the number of training samples
reach 100, 000.
2) Training Throughput and Storage Usage: The improved
throughputs are shown with standard deviation error bars in
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Fig. 14. The mixed precision KRLS improves the training
throughput by 1.29× when the number of training samples is
100, 000. The number of the support vectors in the dictionary
is 804 when the number of training samples is 100, 000.
The average throughput of double precision KRLS was 795
training samples/sec when the number of training samples is
100, 000. Based on Eq. (33), our mixed precision KRLS brings
24.89% storage saving when the number of training samples
is 100, 000, compared to double precision KRLS.
E. Sunspot Number Times Series
The sunspot number also referred as Wolf number represents
Sun activity with an integer number [34]. The sunspot number
R is calculated with the formula [35]:
R = k(10g + s)

1.2
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(36)

where s is the number of individual sunspots, g is the number
of sunspot groups, and k is a scaling factor depending on
observation location, equipment, and etc. We analyze the
smooth monthly sunspot number data during the period 1750
to 2017 from [36]. Smoothing data is used for noise reduction
[34]. Monthly data from earlier 240 years are used for training,
and the remaining 28 years data are used for testing (i.e., 2, 880
training samples and 336 test samples.). KRLS performs one
step prediction for the sunspot number in the next month.
Fig. 15 shows the smooth monthly sunspot data. The mean
is 82.4, and the variance is 103.6 .
1) Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 16 describes the learning
curves for a chosen KRLS model by cross-validation when
it employs single, double, and mixed precision arithmetic
respectively. The mixed precision KRLS achieves the identical

prediction accuracy to the double precision KRLS upto the
most significant 4 decimal digits in terms of log10 (RM SEs).
The log10 (RM SE) is 0.13 when the number of training
samples is 2, 880. The prediction accuracy with pure single
precision arithmetic has been significantly degraded when
the number of training samples is higher than 120; −N aN s
were reported for the accuracy beyond 600 training sample
points. The single precision arithmetic broke the mathematical
property of the positiveness of γt due to magnified rounding
errors as stated in Corollary 2.2. The saturated condition
8.4
numbers are Cond2 (K̄−1
and Cond2 (Pt ) = 103.7
t ) = 10
when the number of training samples reach 2, 880.
2) Training Throughput and Storage Usage: The improved
throughput with standard deviation error bars are shown in
Fig. 17. The mixed precision KRLS improves the training
throughput by 1.09× on average. The average throughput
improvement was less than the nonlinear and the MG30 time
series since the number of the support vectors was not large
enough to exploit the memory bandwidth improvement by
the mixed precision KRLS on the Intel Xeon E2650 architecture. The performance difference between double and mixed
precision KRLS depends on the processor implementation
and the number of the support vectors. The number of the
support vectors in the dictionary was 140 when the number
of training samples was 2, 880. The average throughput of
double precision KRLS is 24, 075 training samples/sec when
the number of training samples is 2, 880. Based on Eq. (33),
our mixed precision KRLS brings 24.48% storage saving when
the number of training samples is 2, 880, compared to double
precision KRLS.
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Fig. 18. Monthly Sea Surface Temperature Data from [38]

Fig. 19. Accuracy according to Level of Precision Arithmetic for Sea Surface
Temperature

Improved Throughputs for Sea Surfact
Temperature

The sea surface temperature is an essential parameter to
predict global weather patterns, providing scientists with important information on the global climate system [37]. The
sea surface temperatures prediction has wide range of applications such as climate and seasonal forecasting, validation of
atmospheric models, sea turtle tracking, evaluation of coral
bleaching, tourism, and commercial fisheries management.
The Nino 3.4 represents an ocean region locating at 5N-5S
and 170W-120W [38]. We analyze the monthly Nino 3.4 sea
surface temperature data during the period from 1870 to 2019
downloaded from [38]. Monthly data from earlier 120 years
are used for training and the remaining 30 years data are
used for testing (i.e., 1, 440 training samples and 360 test
samples.). KRLS performs one step prediction for the sea
surface temperature in the next month. Fig. 18 shows the
smooth monthly sunspot data. The mean is 26.96 and the
variance is 0.79.
1) Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 19 describes the learning
curves for a KRLS model chosen by MCCV employing
single, double, and mixed precision arithmetic respectively.
The mixed precision KRLS achieves the identical prediction accuracy to the double precision KRLS upto the most
significant six decimal digits in terms of log10 (RM SEs).
The log10 (RM SE) is −0.56 when the number of training
samples is 1, 440. The prediction accuracy with pure single
precision arithmetic has been significantly degraded when the
number of training samples is higher than 240; the maximum
log10 (RM SE) was 12.42 at 1, 320 training sample points.
9.6
The saturated condition numbers are Cond2 (K̄−1
t ) = 10
3.4
and Cond2 (Pt ) = 10 when the number of training samples
reach 1, 440.
2) Training Throughput and Storage Usage: The improved
throughput with standard deviation error bars are shown in
Fig. 20. The mixed precision KRLS improves the training
throughput by 1.08× on average. The number of the support vectors in the dictionary was 136 when the number
of training samples was 1, 440. The average throughput of
double precision KRLS is 14, 828 training samples/sec when
the number of training samples is 1, 440. Based on Eq. (33),
our mixed precision KRLS brings 24.20% storage saving when
the number of training samples is 1, 440, compared to double
precision KRLS.

Improved Throughput

F. Nino 3.4 Sea Surface Temperature Time Series
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Fig. 20. Improved Throughputs for Sea Surface Temperature

G. Discussion
With practically infinite training samples for online learning applications, KRLS is computationally feasible with a
guaranteed prediction accuracy, which is proven in [4]. Our
mixed precision KRLS produces the equivalent prediction
accuracy to double precision KRLS since the cross-validations
let the condition of MP1 satisfied. For example, the crossvalidations choose ν = 10−5 to 10−4 for double precision
8.2
KRLS, leading to the Cond2 (K̄−1
to 109.6 , while
t ) = 10
3.4
3.7
Cond2 (Pt ) ≈ 10 to 10 in our experiments. If arithmetic
precision much lower than single precision was used for the
S parts in Algorithm 1, the prediction accuracy would be
degraded. The β affects the training throughput since a lower
β implies a larger size of the kernel matrix, but β does not
have a direct relation to the condition number of the kernel
matrix. Our key findings from the experiments include:
• The prediction accuracy of the mixed precision KRLS is
equivalent to the double precision KRLS, while the pure
single precision KRLS was not able to produce equivalent
prediction accuracy to double precision KRLS.
• The throughput gains by mixed precision KRLS are
1.32, 1.15, 1.29, 1.09, and 1.08× for a 3D nonlinear
regression, a Lorenz time series, a MG30 time series, a
sunspot number time series, and a Nino3.4 sea surface
temperature time series applications respectively. The
throughput gain factor depends on the number of the
support vectors stored in the dictionary and a computing
platform.
• 24-25% of memory footprints can be saved by mixed
precision KRLS for the five applications.
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VI. R ELATED W ORK
A. KRLS variants
Many KRLS variants were developed with different purposes. In [5], the Sliding Window KRLS (SW-KRLS) was
proposed to improve the prediction accuracy for time variation
systems. On every training sample, this algorithm stores a
new sample into the dictionary and removes the most outdated
sample to keep the dictionary size fixed. Therefore, it might
lose some important information from past, compared to the
KRLS of [4]. In [3], the Fixed Memory Budget KRLS (FBKRLS) is similar to the sliding windows KRLS, but it discards
the least significant sample out of the dictionary rather than the
most outdated sample every time step. In [9], the Quantized
KRLS (QKRLS) reduces the computational cost by mapping
the inputs into a smaller quantized space having finite states.
For example, if Euclidean distance between any of the support
vectors and a new input vector is larger than a threshold, the
input is added as a new support vector. In [10], KNLMS
algorithm was proposed that utilises least mean squares algorithm with kernel method instead of recursive least squares
in order to improve the throughput, resulting in the prediction
accuracy loss compared to the KRLS of [4]. In [7], Adaptive
Normalised Sparse QKRLS (ANS-QKRLS) was proposed to
support fast and accurate prediction for multivariate time
series applications. The ANS-QKRLS is a combined algorithm
employing QKRLS, KNLMS, and original KRLS. In [8], the
KRLS algorithm was amended to detect network anomalies.
In [39], the input signal xt was decomposed on frequency
domain by Fourier analysis and the weights on the frequency
domain were updated by a recursive least squares algorithm;
this scheme was able to save computational resource and operation cost when the input signal could be well reconstructed
by small number of frequency components. There are some
research to adapt the KRLS of [4] for dynamic systems. For
example, the KRLS Tracker (KRLS-T) that adapts the KRLS
for time varying nonlinear regression was proposed in [40],
and the Extended KRLS (EX-KRLS) of [6] adapted the KRLS
for nonlinear dynamic system identifications by exploiting
a linear state space model used in Kalman filter of [41].
Some research efforts utilized FPGAs to improve the training
throughputs for online learning algorithms. In [42], the KRLS
was implemented on FPGA to support low latency training,
and in [43], KNLMS was implemented on FPGA in fully
pipelined fashion in order to improve the training throughput.
B. Comparison with other KRLS variants
Although this work focuses on improving the throughput
of KRLS using less hardware resource by employing mixed
precision arithmetic, it would be interesting to compare empirical evidence of our mixed precision KRLS with other existing
KRLS approaches. In [7], many KRLS variant algorithms
including KRLS, SW-KRLS, EX-KRLS, FB-KRLS, KRLS-T,
QKRLS, and ANS-QKRLS were compared each other with a
Lorenz chaotic time series, an El Nino-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) indexes time series, and a yearly sunspots time series
data set in terms of prediction accuracy and throughput. Overall, the prediction accuracy and the throughput highly depend
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on the datasets. For 30 step ahead predictions in Lorenz time
series, KRLS shows the highest RMSE prediction accuracy,
while ANS-QKRLS shows the highest training throughput.
For the 5 step ahead prediction with sunspot time series, ANSQKRLS shows the highest prediction accuracy, while KRLS
shows the highest training throughput. It is not practically
feasible to decide the best KRLS algorithm given a dataset
as to hardware resource, power, throughput, and prediction
accuracy at the same time, since one algorithm can be good
for prediction accuracy, requiring more memory foot prints
and lower training throughput. In other words, different KRLS
variants were developed with different purposes. However,
we notice that the number of hyperparameters of KRLS is
much less than any other KRLS algorithms, implying higher
generalisation prediction ability compared to other KRLS
algorithms and reduced efforts required for hyperparameter
search (Table II in [7] describes the required numbers of
hyperparameters according to the different KRLS algorithms.).
The original KRLS also shows equivalent empirical prediction
performance with other KRLS variants with various times series applications in [7]. Therefore, we have decided to develop
mixed precision arithmetic for the original KRLS. To the best
our knowledge, this is the first work to apply mixed precision
training for KRLS in order to improve the training throughput
using less memory footprints without losing the prediction
accuracy compared to double precision KRLS. Our mixed
precision method can be applicable to a computing platform on
which further computational speed can be achieved by reduced
precision arithmetic.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Since online learning algorithms including KRLS require
the throughput higher than real-time data arrival rate given
a computing resource budget [1], it is crucial for online
learning algorithms to have a higher training throughput using
less computational resources. This paper presents the mixed
precision KRLS producing equivalent prediction accuracy to
double precision KRLS with a higher training throughput and
a lower memory footprint. The mixed precision KRLS applies
lower precision arithmetic to numerically resilient computations, while higher precision arithmetic to other computations.
In our experiments, the mixed precision KRLS demonstrates
the improved throughputs by 1.32, 1.15, 1.29, 1.09, and 1.08×
using reduced memory footprints by 24.95, 24.74, 24.89,
24.48, and 24.20% without losing prediction accuracy compared to double precision KRLS for a 3D nonlinear regression,
a Lorenz time series, a MG30 time series, a sunspot number
time series, and a Nino3.4 sea surface temperature time series
applications respectively. Applying single precision arithmetic
to the entire computation in the double precision KRLS models
chosen by the model selection processes let the models fail to
learn for the five applications.
Future work includes exploration of methodology to combine this work with deep neural networks and with the KRLS
variants such as [3], [5]–[7], [40]. We desire to apply the
similar process of analysing, identifying properties and then
tuning to neural networks.
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